Less than one-tenth of 1% of national philanthropic funding for arts and cultures reaches Native artists and communities. With your help, we will change that.

The greater world is looking now in some ways at the Indigenous cultures, knowing that there’s something very powerful in there, and it stems back to the art ways. The Foundation gave us a seed to plant and there’s so many plants that are going to grow from that.

— TahNibaa Naataanii (Diné)
Diné be’íina (The Navajo Lifeway), Arizona

You can help

The Native Arts and Cultures Foundation relies on financial contributions to direct critically needed support to Native artists, communities, and tribal partners throughout the United States.

We are humbled by and thankful to the growing number of individuals, tribal communities, foundations, and businesses who share our vision of a thriving, resilient, and nationally supported network of Native creativity.

Connect with Native arts and cultures

nativeartsandcultures.org
@nativeartsandcultures
@nativeartscultur
NACFMedia
@native_art_culture

Upholding our values through arts and cultures
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